
Paybis Slashes Bitcoin Purchase Fees by 25%
on Credit and Debit Card Payments Bitcoin
The UK-based cryptocurrency platform, Paybis.com has slashed the fees for Bitcoin purchase with
credit/debit card by 25%

EDINBURGH, UNITED KINGDOM, June 28, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- June 27, 2017, Edinburgh,
United Kingdom – Users on the leading digital and cryptocurrency exchange platform, Paybis can
now buy Bitcoin instantly with their credit or debit card for a much better price, making Paybis.com
one of the best-placed platforms to purchase cryptocurrency.

Customers can buy Bitcoin on Paybis.com using MasterCard and/or VISA credit and debit cards,
paying a 25% less fee than before. Paybis.com users will receive bitcoins instantly after the credit
card processor approves the transaction, making the transaction seamless and quick. Purchasing
Bitcoin with credit card is a convenient process where anybody can simply create an account on
PayBis.com and sign in with either Facebook or Google for speed and ease of use. Once verified,
users will be able to choose the amount for which they wish to buy the cryptocurrency and execute
payment. Those who want to buy bitcoin with credit card or debit card can also select the currency
(USD, EUR or GBP) in which they wish to be charged.

Paybis has implemented a fast and simple way to verify its users, usually taking no longer than 30
minutes. The platform has a simple tiered system for those wanting to buy Bitcoin with Debit Card or
other payment methods, where they can increase the spending limits by successfully completing
different levels of verification. New users can enjoy an impressive weekly credit card purchase
allowance of $5,000 or a monthly allowance of $ 20,000 USD.
Paybis.com also supports a lot of other digital currencies and payment options including the likes of
PayPal, Western Union, MoneyGram, OKPay, WebMoney, Skrill, Perfect Money, Epay, Yandex Money,
Payeer, and Payza. The platform also offers the popular gift card to Bitcoin option that supports a
range of gift cards from Amazon, Target, Walmart and other mainstream US vendors.

The feature-packed Paybis cryptocurrency platform, with its attention to detail and an easy-to-use
interface, provides a 24/7 live customer support for its users. The website's design shares similarities
with major online trading platforms to give its customers a familiar feel. Paybis takes its users' security
and privacy seriously and ensures adequate protections by implementing state-of-the-art security for
transactions happening over the platform. It also has a fast, fully automated payments and transfer
process to provide instant delivery of Bitcoin to the customers.

Paybis believes in maintaining a transparent operating process with no hidden charges for the benefit
of its clients. The fee structure and exchange rates for all payment methods can be directly accessed
on Paybis website. All these features make Paybis one of the trusted platform among the community
members with impressive feedback ratings to prove it. Paybis has completed over 100,000
transactions so far for more than 50,000 happy customers. It is going to further improve in the coming
days with the introduction of few new features and products.
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Started in 2014, Paybis is a fast-growing cryptocurrency and digital currency exchange platform. It is
run by a group of experienced professionals from various industries with the aim of solving one of the
actual e-commerce problems faced by the cryptocurrency and digital currency segment. Paybis is one
of the few cryptocurrency platforms with a valid Federal Money Service Business (MSB) license in the
United States.

Learn more about Paybis at – https://paybis.com
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